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Of course, High End University didn’t have an animation department, so she chose the folk music 

department. 

Once again being with Luo Qing Chen. 

The first day of school, there were many new students going around, like they were at a Spring Festival 

with all their bags. 

Because they lived in the city, they chose to live off campus. 

“Ah, Xiao Qing! The animation club is over here!” Mo Ran said while excitedly pulling Luo Qing Chen by 

the hand to the animation club. 

When they arrived, the senior was taking away the sign. 

“Ai, ai, ai, why are you leaving! I still haven’t registered!” Mo Ran was a bit surprised before looking at 

him with a worried look. 

That person waved his hand and said with a serious look, “We’ve filled our quota, you came late.” 

As soon as his voice fell, he packed up and left. 

Leaving behind Mo Ran who was ‘about to cry’……. 

“Wa, wu, wu, wu, wa!” 

No, it should be said that she was crying! 

“Aiyo, miss, don’t be like this.” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips as her face was covered in awkwardness. 

After all, this was a proper university, not a kindergarten. 

Suddenly crying like this really attracted too much attention! 

Luo Qing Chen patted her back while looking for more suitable clubs. 

In the end, she was frozen in front of the words ‘voice acting club’. 

“Don’t cry first, I’ll help you find another way.” Luo Qing Chen shook her hand and pointed at the poster 

in front of them, “It says that they need voice actors who love animation to join the club! (Ancient, 

modern, or gaming voice actors can all join).” 

Luo QIng Chen didn’t forget to read the contents in the bracket, giving Mo Ran a choice. 

As expected, when she heard the word ‘animation’, Mo Ran beside her stopped crying. 

She blinked and blinked again. 

Although she was a bit depressed, she was clearly a bit moved. 



“But I…..I can’t voice act at all!” She knew that Luo Qing Chen was a god voice actor online, but she 

wasn’t! 

“It doesn’t matter if you try for what you love!” Luo Qing Chen pulled her hand and said, “Come!” 

In the end, with Luo QIng Chen pulling her, Mo Ran happily joined the voice acting club. 

After all, it was dubbing animated characters, she felt excited even talking about it. 

Luo Qing Chen was still stuck on what club she should enrol for…… 

She definitely wouldn’t go to the voice acting club. As the strongest big sister voice, she was afraid that 

she would be exposed just by talking. 

Not to mention that the president wouldn’t be able to have the skills to match or surpass her. 

In order to avoid being the boss and being called by a small group, she didn’t think it was suitable! 

Walking around, she still chose the club that she had been with through many worlds, the vocal music 

club. 

The university schedule was quite relaxed in the beginning and club activities were on weekends. 

After getting out of class, she and Mo Ran bought two cups of milk tea before heading home! 

When she came home, she turned her computer on out of habit and went on her Weibo. 

She thought that she could open up QQ music, drinking the milk tea while relaxing to music! 

But she never thought…… 

“Di, di, di, di, di, di!” A bombardment of notifications hit her ears. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and opened up the chat. 

Two people, one group. 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen, you’re finally online. There’s something I want to discuss with you. 

Leaf: Something has happened! Something has happened! Quickly come out! 

The two chats jumped out at the same time, but Luo Qing Chen replied to Leaf first. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: What is it? 
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Leaf: There are many changes to the choices for “Sword Dance Clear Song”. I asked around and I’m not 

even certain, but that Cute Little Fairy has already joined our group. 

Joined? Did that mean Fang Qian Meng joined King’s Landing? 

He, he, it seems like Yue Yue was looking to discuss this with her! 



Thinking of Clear Dust: I got it! Thanks Leaf! 

Leaf was considered her best friend in King’s Landing, a little girl who had a pretty good loli voice. 

She was different from Yue Yue, at least there was no conflict of interest between them. 

Leaf: Don’t be polite with me! (PS: That Cute Little Girl is very unpleasant!) 

Luo Qing Chen closed the chat with Leaf and opened the chat with Yue Yue. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: What is it, president? 

She had already shown enough politeness, but it meant that Yue Yue was only a work acquaintance. 

Yue Yue: That, Cute Little Girl sent in her self recommendation to us today and everyone thought that 

she was quite good. I wanted to ask your opinion. 

Luo Qing Chen sitting in front of the computer revealed a cold look and a smile of disdain. She quickly 

tapped a few times on her keyboard. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Everyone is…..or just you and No Words? 

Yue Yue: My opinion isn’t important. I was just thinking that if we don’t accept her, she might go back to 

relying on Drunken Bliss. You should know that our two groups are bitter enemies. 

King’s Landing and Drunken Bliss both were first class on the internet, both sides had countless gods. 

King’s Landing’s gods were led by Thinking of Clear Dust and No Words, Drunken Bliss was led by Half 

Warm Cup. 

Thinking of this, the previous host used to clash with Half Warm Cup. 

The fame of the two were close and many fans had put the two together at first. 

They were called: The two voice acting gods who never post on Weibo! 

Whenever one of them released a new work, the other side would follow with another. 

Always fighting, so the competition was naturally fierce. 

Therefore, Luo Qing Chen could guess why Yue Yue did this, but she….didn’t accept it! 

Moreover, she didn’t think that Drunken Bliss would want Fang Qian Meng. 

After all, in terms of people, King’s Landing had more than ten times more people than Drunken Bliss. 

This was enough to show that they were more elite. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Oh? Isn’t she already in the group? 

Luo Qing Chen naturally knew that if she sent this, Yue Yue would be put in an awkward position. 

But since the matter was settled, it was better to shine a light on it. In the end, Fang Qian Meng had 

already been selling herself in the group. 



Yue Yue: Actually, I didn’t want to embarrass you and No Words. I’ve heard Cute Little Fairy’s voice, it 

isn’t that ideal. But…..since she is here, we can’t be too stingy. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: So what role are you planning to give her in “Sword Dance Clear Song”? 

Yue Yue: You can be assured that you’ll always be Feng Wu, I wanted to give her the supporting female 

lead. 

After going on a long time, Yue Yue finally said what she wanted to say. 

Actually, this was enough to prove that the previous host did have enough status in King’s Landing, but 

Yue Yue had too many things to consider. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Got it. 

After closing the chat with Yue Yue, Luo Qing Chen opened the King’s Landing group chat. 

Fang Qian Meng was talking quite a bit since she did have a bit of fame and He Yu Yan was helping her. 

Many gods that didn’t like to talk came out to give her face. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes. When she opened Weibo to send something, she noticed 

something big! 

There were many Drunken Bliss gods that paid attention to her, which included the male lead! 
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Half Warm Cup…… 

She blinked and blinked again, clicking on his information. 

There was an empty page and six million fans that were like zombies. 

The most shocking thing was his followed page, there was only one pers! 

It! 

Was! 

Her! 

! 

When did he follow her? If she didn’t pay attention to this, she wouldn’t have known about it. 

Seeing the words Half Warm Cup, she couldn’t help thinking of his appearance. She couldn’t think of it 

and clicked to follow him. 

The boy in front of the computer was checking his fans list and when he saw the four words Thinking of 

Clear Dust, his lips couldn’t help curl into a perfect curve. 

Opening the private messages, Wen Yan Chen sent a sentence. 



Half Warm Cup V: We should be clashing again this time. 

On the other side, Luo Qing Chen held her breath when she saw this message. 

The previous host only had the description ‘old enemy’ for Half Warm Cup! 

After all, they used different shows to represent their groups and fight for fame. 

But even if she didn’t have a deep impression, she knew this person. 

He was rumoured to be a very cold god, having a peerless deep voice that had an ancient style that 

everyone was mesmerized with. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: Un, I remember that Drunken Bliss’ “Reincarnation Endowment” is also in 

production. 

Half Warm Cup V: It’s missing a female lead. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: Drunken Bliss has so many gods, isn’t there one the president is satisfied with? 

Although she didn’t know why Half Warm Cup would chat with her, after chatting for a bit, her 

depressed mood was completely gone. 

Half Warm Cup V: It’s me who’s not satisfied. 

It had to be said, the words ‘cool and aloof’ were quite accurate in describing him. At least she didn’t 

feel any care from him at all! 

But she felt a strange kind of hope in her heart, which drove her to type her next words. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: Then who does god Warm Cup think is suitable? 

Half Warm Cup V: You. 

He instantly replied with this, lighting up all the hope in her heart. 

This feeling was very strange, she was excited, but she couldn’t laugh. 

Even if she couldn’t see the other person across the screen, she pursed her lips into a faint smile. 

But she didn’t know that the youth with the ID Half Warm Cup was a bit nervous. 

As a person who was called great god, after listening to all the unique voices in the business. 

He felt that only Thinking of Clear Dust’s voice was special. 

It was like under the powerful female voice, there was a trace of clarity. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: Then is god Warm Cup trying to poach someone? 

Half Warm Cup V: I find it strange that you call me great god, but I do want to poach someone. 

When this message appeared, there was a beautiful feeling. 



It was like in the troubled times, there was someone that silently cared for her. When she needed it the 

most, someone threw an olive branch. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: Let me consider it. 

Actually, she already had an answer in her heart, but since Half Warm Cup wanted her to go to Drunken 

Bliss and be the female lead for “Reincarnation Endowment”, she had to do a bit of homework no 

matter what. 

Although she inherited the talents of the previous host, voice acting still relied on emotions. 

Half Warm Cup V: I’ll wait for your news. Can you tell me your QQ number? I don’t normally use Weibo. 

Thinking of Clear Dust V: 1314***** 

“Ke, ke.” 

When she sent this message, the QQ friend request popped up. 
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[Half Warm Cup has added you as a friend.] 

Accept. 

“Hello, I am Half Warm Cup.” 

After she added this friend, this was the message from the system. 

Luo Qing Chen thought about what to say. 

Before she could say anything, the other side sent a message. 

Half Warm Cup: Contact me after you make up your mind, good night. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Alright! Good night. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 10%.] 

It really was the long lost affection…… 

The youth sitting in front of the computer picked up his coffee and took a sip. His eyes were deep as 

they sparkled just like stars. 

The next morning, Mo Ran called her like normal. 

It was for nothing else, it was just to have breakfast at the new shop by the school. 

Luo Qing Chen was confused. Mo Ran who always talked about losing weight was suddenly interested in 

a new breakfast shop. 

With a sleepy look, she took Mo Ran’s hand and gave a yawn, “Why are you suddenly so excited to eat 

breakfast!” 



“Look, look!” Mo Ran said this while taking out her cell phone before excitedly saying, “Senior Wen is 

eating at this store!” 

Luo Qing Chen took the phone and saw that it was a WeChat group. 

The name of the group was: Fans of the school hunks. 

What was the most eye catching was the picture of a youth. With pure white skin, defined features, and 

thin lips that were sipping a cup of coffee. Those starry eyes gave people a cold feeling. 

It was because of the white shirt and tie, as well as his chestnut hair that gave people a feeling that he 

came out of a painting. 

There was the message from the person who took the picture and the response of the fans underneath. 

Kawaii Si Si: Big news, senior Wen is at the breakfast shop, quickly come and meet him! 

Love is Like a Flood: Is this true! I’m nearby, I’ll be there immediately! 

Loud Boom in the Sky: Ah, ah, ah! School hunk Wen, can you tell me what he’s eating, I want the same! 

Kawaii Si Si: It should be coffee and buns, quickly come or he won’t be here anymore! 

Mo Ran Loves Watermelons: Coming right away! 

Luo QIng Chen couldn’t help trembling. Mo Ran really liked handsome guys, she liked 2D and 3D guys. 

“Who is school hunk Wen?” 

“How rude!” Mo Ran pouted and cut her off with her hands at her waist, “We call him senior!” 

“……” 

Luo Qing Chen really couldn’t understand the thoughts of these little fans with normal thinking! 

“Ding ling.” When the door opened, there was a gust of wind. 

The breakfast shop was already packed. Luo Qing Chen looked at her phone, there were still twenty 

minutes before school opened. 

These people…..it can’t be that they gave up their sleeping time to come out early and see a handsome 

guy, right! 

“Xiao Qing, quickly order. I want a cup of coffee and some buns, I’ve found a good place.” Mo Ran 

pushed her off before going to a place facing the youth that someone had just vacated. 

She moved very quickly and even though people wanted it as well, her butt already sat down. 

Luo Qing Chen’s lips helplessly curled before she went to the counter. 

“A cup of coffee, some buns, a cup of orange juice, and a cheese cake.” 

“Alright! Please wait a minute.” 



The youth who was sitting not far away was surprised by this voice, feeling that it felt very familiar. That 

clear voice that was pure, it clearly enunciated all the words that it said. 

This person was definitely a professional in the voice industry! 

He had never heard this voice before, but why did it feel strangely familiar…… 
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Luo Qing Chen sat down in front of Mo Ran with her tray. Not only did she not care about the food, she 

waved her hand at Luo Qing Chen, “Xiao Qing, move a bit to the left, you’re blocking me……” 

She moved directly to the right and narrowed her eyes, “Eat!” 

“Xiao Qing!” Mo Ran revealed an aggrieved look, but she still picked up the bun and bit into it, “It’s 

worthy of being something that senior Wen likes, it really tastes good!” 

“……” Luo Qing Chen sipped her juice. She kept feeling like there was a passionate gaze looking at her. 

When she wanted to turn around for a look, the person behind her moved. 

He slowly got up and put his hands in his pocket as he walked out the door. 

There was a sense of bated breath around them and sharp screams almost came out, but they were held 

back in the end. 

There was only Luo Qing Chen eating a bun and drinking her orange juice left in the store. 

The youth slightly knit his brows. He turned around when he came to the door and his eyes fell right on 

Luo Qing Chen. 

She narrowed her eyes and met his gaze. 

She felt that the eyes looking at her were familiar. 

“Ah!” A certain girl not far from her suddenly gave a scream and kept jumping up as she muttered, “The 

school hunk is looking at me! The school hunk is looking at me! The school hunk is looking at me!” 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and felt her head ache a bit. 

The youth could see the displeased look in her eyes and quickly turned to leave. 

There was a crisp breeze before the silent breakfast shop suddenly exploded! 

“Che, whoever that was just now, why don’t you look at yourself in the mirror! You thought that the 

school hunk looked at you, in your dreams!” 

“Right, right! And even saying it that loudly to attract senior’s attention!” 

“Insidious person!” 

…… 



Several fighting voices rang out and that girl was a bit angry. She stomped her foot and said, “You’re just 

jealous!” 

As soon as her voice fell, she took out a mirror to put on makeup while walking out of the store. 

Mo Ran tapped Luo Qing Chen’s arm and said in a small voice, “Why do I feel that school hunk Wen was 

looking at you……” 

Although it was just a quick look, the angle of his eyes should have been to her right. 

“Why do you all adore him so much!” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips, “Is it because he looks good?” 

As expected, face was the thing that made people go crazy! 

“Of course not, senior Wen Yan Chen is not only the school hunk, he’s the vocal music club’s piano 

prince. Wait……aren’t you in the vocal music club? You, you, you…..How did you get in, I heard that the 

club is super hard to get into!” 

“Wait, wait.’ Luo Qing Chen looked at Mo Ran in surprise as she asked, “What did you say he was 

called?” 

“Wen, Wen, Wen…..Senior Wen Yan Chen!” Mo Ran was scared by her sudden behaviour and looked at 

her in a daze, “What is it……” 

In her eyes, Luo Qing Chen never felt anything for handsome guys, like she was always cool. 

But it was different this time! 

Wen Yan Chen? Half Warm Cup? 

They were in the same university? 

This was too…..too much…..of a coincidence! 

[Host, please don’t be excited. There isn’t just the male lead Wen Yan Chen at High End University!] The 

system could feel the host’s excitement and kindly gave her a notification! 
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Luo Qing Chen spent her entire day in class in a daze. 

Her mind was filled with the damn dramas of this world, the online circle and the reality circle were just 

too small! 

She went straight home after class and turned on QQ, seeing that Half Warm Cup’s image was lit up. 

After thinking about it for thirty seconds, she sent the male lead a message. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: You’re in A City? 

Half Warm Cup: Yes, you too? 



Half Warm Cup immediately answered her question and it was because of this quick reply that she 

panicked a bit. 

Actually, she didn’t need confirmation at all because there was no such coincidence as the exact same 

name. 

And he was also a handsome guy! 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Yes. 

She didn’t hide it. After all, Wen Yan Chen only had 10% affection for her, it was impossible for him to 

want to meet her! 

Half Warm Cup: Seeing your icon flash, I thought you were going to give me an answer. 

After all, she had suddenly become a separate group on his QQ and had become a special concern. 

Although he was very surprised by his own actions, he suddenly enjoyed this ‘childish’ feeling. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Give me two hours, I’ll give you a reply. 

After typing this, Luo Qing Chen closed the chat and searched “Reincarnation Endowment” on Baidu. 

This was a story by a godly author, it was an ancient era web novel. 

It was one of the most popular IPs, it could even be considered more popular than “Sword Dance Clear 

Song”. 

It should be known that the author was a part of Drunken Bliss. 

Luo Qing Chen seriously read “Reincarnation Endowment” and the depiction of the characters. 

Actually, she didn’t think that the female lead called Nian Yi suited her because the roles that she played 

were more domineering and cold. 

As for Nian Yi, she was a bit……gentle with a bit of coldness. 

She would have the gentle love of a young girl when she was with Qi Jun. 

This role, how did it suit her? 

Two hours later, Luo Qing Chen took a can of Coke from the refrigerator and took two sips. After she 

cleared her heart, she sent a QQ message to Half Warm Cup. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Why do you think that Nian Yi is suited for me? (⊙⊙?) 

She added an emote to express her profound confusion. 

Half Warm Cup: You read it? 

Wen Yan Chen on the other side had a surprised look. Being able to read a story this quickly, she really 

was an outstanding voice actor. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Yes. 



Half Warm Cup: I feel that you’re more suited for another kind of voice. 

He never thought that she was a half man half woman like the internet said, when he heard her voice, 

he felt that she was a very clean girl. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Have you heard my work before? 

Wen Yan Chen’s determined tone made her wonder if the other side knew her voice or not. 

After all, her voice work had been fixed. To make her change now, the only thing she could use was her 

real voice. 

Even so, that wouldn’t be an easy task. 

Wen Yan Chen sent her a screenshot. It should be from a private folder on his computer, it was 

completely filled with her work. 

Without knowing why, a bit of warmth filled her heart when she saw this. 

Half Warm Cup’s actions, it was completely like he had a crush! 
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Thinking of Clear Dust: If I didn’t know that you appreciated my voice, I would have thought….. 

Half Warm Cup: What? 

Thinking of Clear Dust: You have a crush on me. 

When these words were said, both sides fell silent. 

He was stunned. He quickly typed a line of words on his keyboard and then—— 

Delete! 

Another line of words and then—— 

Delete again! 

One minute, two minutes, three minutes…… 

After five minutes passed, Wen Yan Chen replied. 

Half Warm Cup: Perhaps. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: ??? 

The youth was a bit annoyed and suddenly felt regret, feeling that his words had been typed too quickly! 

(I only appreciate your voice.) 

But he felt that this line was too fake since that wasn’t his original intention! 

But when he felt a bit awkward, he suddenly felt that it was better for it to be a bit more fake….. 



Half Warm Cup: I meant that there is a chance that your voice is good that I pay special attention to it! 

（*＾-＾*） 

He didn’t forget to add a cute emote, which he had never used before in a chat. 

This was his first time…… 

Of course, when Luo Qing Chen sitting in front of the computer saw this ‘cute’ emote, she felt her scalp 

turn a bit numb. 

Was the great male lead…..playing cute for her? 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Alright! 

Half Warm Cup: So you’ve considered it? 

Thinking of Clear Dust: You’re not afraid of ruining “Reincarnation Endowment” that you invested so 

heavily in? 

After all, this show had plenty of advertisements and many verified people backing it, they must have 

spent quite a bit of money. 

If she as the female lead was lacking, that would all be lost! 

Half Warm Cup: Of course not, I have confidence in my ears. 

“Di, di, di.” When Luo Qing Chen was hesitating, there was someone else who messaged her on QQ. 

King’s Landing’s president, Yue Yue. 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen, there’s something I want to discuss with you. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Un, speak. 

She felt a bit uneasy, feeling like there was some bad news that was coming. 

It had to be said, she was quite confident in her sixth sense. 

Yue Yue: We listened to Little Cute Fairy’s voice in YY and everyone feels that she’s more suited for Feng 

Wu. Ha, ha, of course, I said that you are much more suited, so how about you have a competition on YY 

tonight?” 

Without knowing why, she felt that Yue Yue’s tone towards her had changed. 

It was like they found a substitute and they were no longer sincere towards her, just saying it like it was 

an announcement. 

It seemed like had fed Yue Yue quite a bit of ‘honey’, so she must be very flattered. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I think there’s no need. 

She casually replied while looking at her calendar. Her contract with King’s Landing already expired on 

the 12th of last month and because everyone had been busy with “Sword Dance Clear Song”, they had 

never mentioned anything about this to her. 



Yue Yue: But if you don’t compete, I feel that it isn’t fair for the new people as the president. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: My meaning is to just give her the role of Feng Wu. 

She, Luo Qing Chen, was willing to give up this role and someone was slamming their head for it, she felt 

it was quite funny. 

Yue Yue: Really? Qing Chen really is the number one big sister of King’s Landing, you’re willing to give 

opportunities to new people. Actually, I feel that the supporting female lead Jun Yue is suited for your 

voice. How about you record a clip and we can discuss it? (≧▽≦)/ 

Yue Yue didn’t forget to send a cute emote, one could imagine just how excited she was. 

But Luo Qing Chen’s next words were a bucket of cold water on her excitement. 
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Thinking of Clear Dust: Un humph? My contract at King’s Landing has already expired. 

Yue Yue: …… 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen, you’re thinking too much. We’ve been too busy lately to think about the contract. 

Yue Yue: ??? 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen……I think that you’re the most suitable for the role of Feng Wu! But that Meng 

Meng really is too persistent! 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen, are you still there? You’ve been with King’s Landing from a small unknown club to 

one of the best clubs on the web, are you really willing? 

Yue Yue: Qing Chen, Qing Chen, Qing Chen, Qing Chen, Qing Chen!!!!! 

After getting a cup of milk and some Oreo cake from the refrigerator, Yue Yue had already covered her 

screen in messages. 

She looked at it and casually wrote. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Many thanks for your care over the years, if there’s a chance, let’s meet again. 

She had already calmed her nerve and she opened the group chat. 

VA·Thinking of Clear Dust: After joining King’s Landing for four years, many thanks for all your care. 

Although I rarely talk here, I sometimes do peek in! There is nothing permanent in this world, so I hope 

that all the people I’ve worked with before have smooth paths. 

After pressing enter, Luo Qing Chen clicked on [King’s Landing Official Group]. 

She right clicked-Exit this group-Do you really want to exit this group?-Yes. 

The whole process was smooth without a single bit of hesitation. 

Actually, she didn’t know that the King’s Landing group chat had exploded after she sent this message. 



Manager·Xuan’er: What is this? God Qing Chen is leaving? 

Makeup·Demonic Moon: Damn, damn! Is there a mistake, why is she leaving? 

VA·King of Films: It’s most likely because of the casting problem with “Sword Dance Clear Song”! 

VA·No Words: Leaving just because she wasn’t chosen? What a joke! 

VA·Little Cute Fairy: Right! Everyone was only talking about fair competition, what is she afraid of! 

…… 

Management already muted everyone. 

Yue Yue watched as Luo Qing Chen’s profile dimmed and she couldn’t help giving a sigh. 

She didn’t know whether this method was correct, but she felt a bit unsettled in her heart. 

But now that Thinking of Clear Dust had already left King’s Landing, she could only use Little Cute Fairy 

as Feng Wu. 

At least she had praised King’s Landing many times on her broadcast and said that she was a good 

president…… 

After a long sigh, she wrote an announcement in the group. 

Yue Yue: Because of her contract expiring, god Thinking of Clear Dust has already decided not to sign 

with our King’s Landing this year. We thank her for her dedication and hope that her path will be even 

better. 

Management finally allowed everyone to speak again. 

Everyone began discussing. Although most people knew what the reason was, they didn’t cause trouble. 

After all, the person involved was no longer here and there was only the new member that would take 

the role in “Sword Dance Clear Song”. 

Luo QIng Chen ate her Oreo cake in two bites before opening Weibo and announcing that she was a free 

agent. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Because of personal reasons, I have left King’s Landing. Many thanks for their 

years of care. Other than this, for tomorrow’s broadcast on Grapefruit TV, the room number is 10039, 

we’ll definitely meet. 

Big Sister Peach’s Spring: Instant reply, instant reply! My great god Clear Dust posted again! Sitting in the 

front row! 

-Tomorrow Will Be Better: The first row is crowded! 

-Yo Yo Yo: Crowded +1 

A Small Flower: Which club will god Clear Dust go to now? I’m suddenly feeling hopeful! 

-That Summer: Your hope is the same as mine! 



-A Flame: Me too! 

Flourishing Song V: Ah, ah, ah! God Clear Dust! (′ε｀) 
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Luo Qing Chen focused on this ‘Flourishing Song’. 

The vice president of Drunken Bliss and a famous strong supporting female lead voice when she was still 

in the circle. 

Although her style was different, Flourishing Song was quite good. She had been a very popular person 

online back then. 

After she married the president Falling White Robe, she gradually faded from the circle. 

“Du, du.” 

Half Warm Cup’s profile lit up on QQ, seeming to light up her heart in the night. 

Half Warm Cup: You…..left? 

Wen Yan Chen’s eyes slightly lit up in front of the screen, feeling particularly content.; 

Thinking of Clear Dust: God Half Cup has such a reluctant tone, do you want me to go back? (⊙⊙?) 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 20%.] 

The system’s prompt came right on time, it seemed like Half Warm Cup didn’t want her to go back. 

Half Warm Cup: Look on Weibo. 

Luo Qing Chen’s heart skipped a beat and it felt like she had sold herself. 

She quickly opened Weibo and saw that the top message came from Half Warm Cup. 

This was his first post after signing up for an account…… 

Half Warm Cup V: Welcome to Drunken Bliss! @Thinking of Clear Dust. 

The entire online circle exploded from this! 

Lacking the Ability to Learn: This is my god Warm Cup’s first post and it’s for Thinking of Clear Dust! 

The Clear Flower Falls at Night: Ah, ah, ha! God Half Cup’s meaning is that god Clear Dust is joining 

Drunken Bliss? 

Talk To You Later Raccoon: Aren’t King’s Landing and Drunken Bliss rivals? So aren’t these two gods the 

biggest rivals? 

-Flower Gust Snow Moon: +1 

-Burning Sounds: +10086 



…… 

It had to be said, Half Warm Cup’s fame was higher than hers. In just ten short minutes, there were tens 

of thousands of replies and forwards, many of them were from verified accounts. 

Putting down the spoon in her hand, she quickly opened up the chat. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I…..When did I agree to join Drunken Bliss! 

Although she had already made this decision……why did it feel so ‘sloppy’! 

Half Warm Cup: I was afraid of someone saying they would go back, so I had to act first. 

…… 

On the other side, Drunken Bliss’ group chat had exploded. 

[VA]Tea Cooling in the End: My favourite VA god, is god Clear Dust really coming to Drunken Bliss? 

[Backstage]Brilliant Dream: I also want to know, when did god Half Cup become this familiar with god 

Clear Dust? (ー_ー) 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: Agree! 

[President]Falling White Robe: Agree! 

[VA]Seeking Clear Shadow: So the president didn’t even know…… 

[Makeup]Choosing the Past: I just want god Clear Dust’s signature, alright? There used to be a grudge 

between our groups, so I didn’t dare ask…… 

[Vice president]Flourishing Song: @Half Warm Cup, Warm Cup, quickly explain to everyone! (I’m very 

excited!) 

Everyone knew that the one who loved Thinking of Clear Dust the most in Drunken Bliss was Flourishing 

Song! So when she saw her leave King’s Landing, she was more excited than anyone! 

[VA]Half Warm Cup: Add her! I’ll message you her QQ number. 

[Backstage]Brilliant Dream: Damn, you’re even messaging on QQ? 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: There must be some tricks! 

[President]Falling White Robe: Agree! 

“Ke, ke.” 

Luo Qing Chen received a prompt from QQ, there was someone who wanted to add her? 

[Flourishing Song has added you as a friend.] 

After being surprised, she clicked agree! 

It seems like she really had been sold! 



[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 

  

Chapter 1460: Cold voice actor: The old enemy is the top queen (Part 18) 

When the system notification rang in her ear, she felt a bit pleased. It was a good thing she wasn’t sold 

for nothing. 

Flourishing Song: (＾Ｕ＾)ノ~God Clear Dust! God Clear Dust! God Clear Dust! 

Across the cold screen, Luo Qing Chen could feel Flourishing Song’s enthusiasm. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Hi~ 

Flourishing Song: Is god Clear Dust coming to our Drunken Bliss? (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen in front of the screen was surprised. Were these people from Drunken Bliss all this 

direct? 

Thinking of Clear Dust: If I join Drunken Bliss wouldn’t that be bad for Drunken Bliss? 

Her worries weren’t unreasonable since these two groups had already reached the point of ‘life and 

death’ on the internet. 

Flourishing Song: Our PR team is very powerful, they can turn white to black! (ー_ー)!! 

Luo Qing Chen tapped her right hand’s fingers on the table out of habit, thinking about how to reply. 

Flourishing Song had already sent a document which had large words written on it: Drunken Bliss VA 

Contract! 

As expected, very direct. 

Flourishing Song: Accept it, accept it! I can’t wait to see god Clear Dust and that proud Half Warm Cup in 

a show together! (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

Normally speaking, since the vice president already said this, she shouldn’t be worried. 

But there was something she didn’t understand. 

Before clicking the accept button, she gave her condition. 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I have one condition, it’s about the upcoming “Reincarnation Endowment” and 

my future path. 

Flourishing Song: God Clear Dust is so strict! (╥╯^╰╥) 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat before making up for her ‘seriousness’! 

Thinking of Clear Dust: （*＾-＾*） 



Flourishing Song: Alright, alright! God Clear Dust, please speak! (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I might not be an aggressive voice in the future. 

Actually, she was clear that the previous host subconsciously hated her own voice. Whether it was her 

own voice or the voice that she used, it had all ruined her. 

Then since she had been reborn, she should give up that voice. She would return to using the clear voice 

that she had and would start again. 

This process needed a bit of time, but she felt that she could do it. 

[Actually, the host’s perception is right, this is the original side mission of the host. But due to the host’s 

poor completion rate lately, the system didn’t give this mission.] 

Flourishing Song: Does god Clear Dust not like this voice? 

Thinking of Clear Dust: I did before, but not anymore. 

People’s lives always changed a bit, the system taught her that she should change the previous host into 

her. 

But now that she had accepted this mission, wasn’t it her life as well? 

Flourishing Song: Alright! It’s good that the character isn’t a strong voice either! (＾Ｕ＾)ノ 

Thinking of Clear Dust: Un, since I am a new member of Drunken Bliss, I can accept fair competition 

when it comes to choosing the female lead. 

After sending this, Luo Qing Chen felt that it was a bit off, so she added something! 

Thinking of Clear Dust:  

Flourishing Song: Alright! Then god Clear Dust, I’ll bring you into the group chat!  

Thinking of Clear Dust: Alright. 

[Your friend Flourishing Song has invited you into the Drunken Bliss Official Group Chat] 

Accept! 

[Backstage]Brilliant Dream: Welcome god Clear Dust! 

[VA]Tea Cooling in the End: Welcome god! This is Tea, let’s get along! 

[VA]Cloud Falling Clear Sky: This is Little Cloud Falling! 

[President]Falling White Robe: Little White Robe! 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen felt a bit awkward seeing all these different gods welcoming her like this! 

 


